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1. BROADEN: Linking course context
to politics and power

➢Dr. Irina Mancheva

2. SYNTHESISE & REFLECT on the course contents

3. FEEDBACK: Group discussion where you discuss how 
your group worked (light version of ’I like, I Wish’)



1. BROADEN: Linking course context 
to politics and power

➢Dr. Irina Mancheva: Politics & power

2. SYNTHESISE & REFLECT on the course contents

3. FEEDBACK: Group discussion where you discuss how 
your group worked (light version of ’I like, I Wish’)



There has been several themes in our course, 
with variety of lectures by us & guest lecturers

Five different Case Studies as well, 
all with their distinct characteristics

Also variety of different governance 
analysis methods we have used 

THE COURSE 



CASES:

1) SDG   2) Mekong   3) EU-WFD   4) Kokemäenjoki   5) HSY



Group Discussion (15min) in the sub-channels A-F

Agree on three Take-Home Messages 
from the entire course for your group: 
what were the key points you learned/realised?

→Write to Miro

→ After, we will ask one key point group by group

THE COURSE 



Groups

Group A

Camilla
Lea

Caroline
Juho K.

Group D

Hannah
Sara

Eemeli
Fanni

Group C

Daria
Chen

Glenda
Charlotta

Group B

Cathelijn
Linh

Esther
Suvi

Group E

Heini
Peter
Henri

Jasmin

Group F

Sebastian
Marie

Juho H.
Jouni

Groups in their respective Teams 
channels (A-F)



QUESTIONS, 
COMMENTS?
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Source: Aurora 
/ Tuckman

http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa

Based on
Tuckman (1965)

http://bit.ly/2cPGiFa


You all will fill in Peer & Self Assessment, giving grade & short 
written feedback to all group members (incl. yourself)

Now possibility to give feedback face-to-face on your 
group through light ‘I like, I wish’ (https://ilikeiwish.org)

→Write down three “I wishes” for your group
→Write down three “I likes” for your group

Then discuss these in your group, one person at 
a time: first ‘wishes’ round i.e. everyone saying 
their wishes, then finish with ‘likes’ round 

No harm if you repeat what others said 
= shows that point is important for many

GROUP FEEDBACK 

https://ilikeiwish.org/


Think alone: 
What was my role for our groups’ ‘likes’?
What about the ‘wishes’?

1. Is there something I could have differently?

2. What kind of role I took? (see next slide)

3. What did I learn for future group work?

GROUP FEEDBACK 
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http://w2.uco.fr/~cbourles/OPTION/Theorie/Belbin/Belbin's_team_roles_fichiers/belbin.gif


FINAL REMARKS!
1. Remember to submit Final

Report, Take-Home Messages & 
other possible tasks by the end
of the course (Sun Feb 27th) 

2. Fill in Peer & Self Assessment
(comes through email)

3. Respond to Course Feedback 
(sent to you by email)



5% = 50%
As water and environmental engineer, you are not 
supposed to become governance guru.

Yet, putting bit of your time and effort (max. 5%, even 1%) 
occasionally (e.g. when starting a new job or project, 
re-thinking your work profile) into understanding the 
governance setting of your work, helps a lot – can even 
make your output 50% better! 

(Note: This claim is not based on scientific analysis, but purely 
entertaining and thought-provoking equation for you to remember) 



That’s all
folks,

thank you!

WAT-E2080 Water & Governance course @ Aalto



ADDITIONAL SLIDES



VS.

GOVERNANCE is broad & critical 
→ Maintains a critical view =

tries to understand why things 
are as they are, and how they 
could be improved

→ Don’t take e.g. laws as granted, 
but critically view them and their 
actual implementation (and lack of). 

→ Includes a broader set of actors than 
those included in actual management  

MGT is about operationalisation
→ Takes a certain governance contexts and 

its actors and institutions as given: starting 
point for operationalising the governance.

→ Management is thus often quite technical 
task and the realm for engineers: ‘making 
things happen’ (and not asking questions). 

→ Yet, successful management should be 
based on understanding and reflection 
of the governance context.

For more, see e.g. Hufty 2011; Keskinen 2010; Sojamo 2016. 



Differing settings to governance

• There are differing governance settings/approach 

→Differing settings and approaches available from 
literature, ranging e.g. from centralised/hierarchical 
to networked, and from strongly (publicly) regulated 
to market-driven

→Most contexts are mixed, but thinking of their 
dominant ‘setting/approach’ may help to understand 
how it is structured and how it works (or not)    



Meene et al. (2011). Towards understanding governance for sustainable urban water management


